Mabula Private Game Reserve - Road Map

MPGR exists because of, and to provide, high quality game viewing in the peaceful quiet of the bushveld. Maintaining and improving the reserve for the benefit of all users is the prime goal of the Reserve Maintenance Department. As reserve users you can enhance our efforts by adhering to the existing regulations and bearing the purpose of MPGR in mind whenever conducting game drives on MPGR. Knowledge and respect are the two key factors in ensuring enjoyable and safe game drives. Game is there to be viewed in as natural a manner as possible and therefore any behavior that causes stress, or alters their behavior, is inappropriate.

This map must be carried by all GDV’s utilizing the reserve. Management roads are not open to game drive vehicles!

Not all roads are named due to lack of space. To identify where you are either use the grid or specify that you are between two named points e.g. between 4-ways and Main dam. If you are on the edge of a plain you can specify “on the road North of Blesbok Plain” for example.

Locations are given by column and row. The location of Croc Dam would be given as 4B. To be even more accurate specify the corner as either Top left, Top right, Bottom left, or Bottom right. Croc Dam would then be 4B - Top left.